
Ma#hew 13, 24 to 30.  Wheat and weeds, ambiguity.    July 2020 

This morning we have another agricultural parable from Jesus in Ma#hew before us, as we did 

last week, but with a difference:  last week’s parable was fun!  This week’s parable, not so much.  Last 

week we had the energeIc and opImisIc parable of the sower who exuberantly sowed seed, even in 

unlikely places, and had a miraculous harvest.  This week’s parable is not so cheerful; it is 

instead profound and deep and maybe rather disturbing. This week’s parable concerns wheat and 

weeds, and how they grow together, and what we can do about it---which turns out to be much less 

than we might like.   Let’s gather up our courage and dig a li#le deeper.  

I suggested last week that most of us have gardens, and it follows, then, that most of us are 

familiar with pulling weeds.  To have any success in a garden, one must do some weeding, like it or not.  

And yet, in our gospel lesson this morning, Jesus seems to be urging us to hold off from weeding our 

gardens quite so zealously.  Which is kind of strange advice, isn’t it?  You’ll realize when you study this 

parable, that it has several odd elements.  For one thing, the sower of the good seed is no average 

peasant farmer, but a householder with fields, servants, and apparently some wealth; he wouldn’t 

normally do the actual sowing of the field, his servants would.  But, in this instance, obviously because 

he represents Christ, the householder does the actual sowing.  And normally, when there was weed, 

usually darnel, within the wheat, the householder would absolutely send his servants to try and weed it 

out as best they could; but in this instance, they are forbidden to do so—again, because a different point 

is being made.  This story about wheat and weeds is really a story about good and evil being all mixed up 

together, and why things are that way.   This is a parable we would call descripIve rather 

than prescripIve: it does not so much prescribe or tell us what to do.  Rather it describes, it tells us how 

things are and how they will be.  So--how are things, according to Jesus?  

At first things seems to be pre#y fine. Good seeds have sown in the field by the sower. But 

there’s a hitch:  there is another sower also, and he is an enemy, who sows weeds among the wheat.  So 

that means the wheat and weeds are growing up together, side by side.  This situaIon perplexed the 

servants of the householder who owned the field.  They ask: “Didn’t you sow good seed?  Where did 

these weeds come from?”  I hear our quesIons echoed in their quesIons.  We ask essenIally the same 



things:  God, why is there such evil in the world you created good?  What’s going on?  This is Christ’s 

answer to the servants in the parable : “An enemy has done this.”  Which tells us that there is an enemy 

to God and God’s purposes.  Scripture does not present us with a morally neutral world.  Instead, 

Scripture suggests that a ba#le rages between good and evil.   I think we easily see evidence of evil in 

our world;  the vicious polariIes that have developed, the deeply ingrained racism and sexism,  the 

violence, the greed that can infect our world-- all point to the reality and acIvity of evil.  Which is the 

point this parable makes: there is evil in this world and someImes others or we align with it and do 

terrible things.  This is the descrip6ve aspect of this parable; it accurately describes the world around us; 

there is good and evil intertwined outside of us in the world, and even within us at Imes. There’s the de-

scripIon; and we can acknowledge its accuracy.  But, now we’d like to get the pre-scripIon, what is to be 

done about this?  And here’s where the parable gets more troubling, because the answer is: not a whole 

lot.   

Jesus tells us that good and evil, that wheat and weeds, grow side by side in the field of the 

world.  The servants ask the next logical quesIon then, the one we ask, too: How can this sorry 

situaIon be fixed?   The servants had a plan in mind: they would root out the weeds, leaving only the 

wheat behind.  That sounds like a plan to me.  I’d like to see evil rooted out of this world, just as I’d like to 

see the weeds disappear from my gardens.  The problem, of course, is how closely intertwined those 

wheat and weeds become, so that even if they can be separated above ground, their roots may be 

entwined underground, and pulling out one, injures the other.  The other problem is that someImes 

disInguishing between the wheat and the weed isn’t as simple as we’d like it to be, and we may pull out 

the wrong thing.  Moreover, one person’s weed is someImes another person’s wild flower.   Jesus gives 

this very explanaIon to the servants.  “You can’t do that,” he tells them.  “It’s not that easy, not that cut-

and-dried.  You may not always be able to disInguish wheat from weed, and you may unintenIonally 

destroy wheat along with weed.  The two must grow together unIl the Ime of harvest comes.”  

Well, that’s not what we want to hear, is it?  We’d like God to fix things right now, and we’d like to be 

able to apply a pesIcide right now ourselves; we don’t want to wait unIl a final harvest in the future.  



This parable troubles us, because it insists that there is ambiguity in this world, good and evil 

intertwined, and that to a certain degree, we just have to deal with it.    

Let’s do an accuracy check on this parable.  Are good and evil so closely intertwined?  Is there 

such ambiguity in idenIfying them and separaIng them out from one another?  I think iniIally when we 

hear this parable, we idenIfy ourselves with the good wheat and certain other people or groups with 

those nasty weeds.  And we see the two as clearly differenIated; it’s an us-them situaIon.  That’s just 

not really the case though, is it?  Almost no one in this world is all good or all bad, including us; even the 

most altruisIc of us someImes acts out of self-interest; even the worst among us may have surprising 

facets of kindness or humor.   We’re not either all weed or all wheat.  Which means that 

this parable field isn’t just outside of us in the world out there; it’s within us , too.  Luther said all of us 

are saints and sinners simultaneously; we are saved and redeemed, and yet we are broken and sinful.  

That’s the reality of humanity.  And in the imagery of this parable, it suggests our interior field contains 

both wheat and weed.  And when you think of it that way, maybe you start to feel a li#le grateful that 

the sower isn’t so quick to altogether eradicate the weeds?   DifferenIaIng between good and evil is a 

lot more ambiguous than we’d like it to be.   And it’s not an us-them situaIon, with us being wheat and 

“them” being weeds, much as we’d like to think that way. Ambiguity abounds!   

I mean, just think about how oaen we are faced with ambiguity in our lives.   Instances or 

choices where there are no easy answers, no clear-cut right and wrong, no obvious good or evil?  I feel 

like I face such situaIons all the Ime during this pandemic.   It’s not clear if I am being careful enough or 

too careful; if those around me are doing their best to shield the health of the vulnerable or if they’re 

behaving selfishly and carelessly.   Can you get together in a socially distant safe way with those you 

love?  Can you take the trip or eat in the restaurant or schedule the appointment?   Or thinking about 

ambiguity beyond the pandemic, if we even can---Should a long-suffering spouse remain with their 

alcoholic partner to honor their marriage vows, or is doing so simply enabling the destrucIve behavior 

of the other?  Should you try to intervene in another’s situaIon when you can see the train wreck 

coming, or will your intervenIon actually be interference and make thing worse?  Should you tell off the 

social media friend or family member who thinks differently than you do, or is that taking on an arrogant 



stance, as if you always know best and they don’t?  Lots of life quesIons do not fall easily into right or 

wrong, good or evil, kinds of soluIons, unfortunately.  There’s oaen a lot more ambiguity and complexity 

to situaIons than we’d like there to be or we want to acknowledge. .    

And maybe one of the implicaIons of that reality is found in this parable—it acts as a warning 

against rushing in too quickly to judge others as wheat or weed.  We can be too eager to play God, to 

determine who or what is weed and eradicate it wrongly.  The most obvious examples are those who 

have been executed for crimes we later discover, through modern DNA tesIng or further evidence, 

that they didn’t commit.  To take a local and painful example of this kind of darkness, think of the three 

black circus workers that were executed via hanging by mob jusIce in Duluth in June of 1920, the 

centennial observance of which was this summer. The crowd had heard rumors that a white teenage girl 

had been a#acked, robbed, and raped by 6 black men.  Later invesIgaIon revealed the a#ack and rape 

probably never occurred, but it was too late for the three black circus workers.  The iniIal percepIon of 

the evil, of the weeds, in this case, was that these three black men had acted evilly.  But history tragically 

demonstrates that the demonic was actually at work in the fear and bigotry of the crowd that wrongly 

hung them.  That’s where the weeds were flourishing.  And we recognize this not because we are so 

much be#er people than they were, but because hindsight is 20/20.   So you see, it’s not always so easy 

to disInguish weed from wheat in real Ime, because our fears and prejudices and rage get in the way.  If 

we rush to judgment, we are usurping God’s place as final judge.  Which is not to say that we can 

dispense with a legal system!  Nor is it to say that we don’t have to be able to discern evil and push back 

against it.  But it is to say that judging others is not our task, and that over-simplifying good and evil and 

demonizing those we think wrong is not Godly behavior on our part.    

Because that kind of judgement is literally Godly in this parIcular parable, isn’t that so?  God is 

only One ulImately qualified to be judge.  And I find a strange kind of comfort in that.  The good news 

for us this morning is that the parable doesn’t end with simply the grim reality of evil and good co-

exisIng in our lives.  We are lea with a kind of promise.  Jesus says, “Let the wheat and weeds grow 

together unIl the harvest Ime, and at harvest Ime I will tell the reapers,  “Collect the weeds first and 

bind them in bundles to be burned, but gather the wheat into my barn.”  The promise given to us is that 



we do have a just God and that at some Ime, or perhaps at the end of Ime, God does sort the evil and 

the good, and God sets things right.   This is kind of a two-edged promise.  If God judges the good and 

the evil, what becomes of us—both saints and sinners, a mixture of wheat and weed?  From that 

standpoint we must trust ourselves to God’s mercy, which we hear about in other parables than this one.  

God’s forgiveness is not the point of this parable and parables generally seek to drive home a single 

point; this parable’s point is about good and evil being intertwined and about God as final judge.  But we 

nevertheless lay claim to God’s grace and forgiveness through our faith in Christ.  We remember that 

God is not only just, but merciful, compassionate and forgiving.  In our prayer following this sermon and  

hymn, we will be confessing our sins and receiving forgiveness and grace in the sacrament of Holy 

Communion.   We wouldn’t want it any other way!   

But the other side of this promise does bring comfort and hope.  There is a promise that all of 

the things in our world that are so unse#led, so unjust and unfair and muddled, will at last be se#led, 

sorted out, and judged fairly. There is a divine jusIce over and above that which we can hope to achieve 

within our human limitaIons.  This parable doesn’t over-simplify life like we might wish it would, but it 

does speak truth in a far from simple world. It is a warning to us against rushing into judgment against 

others; that’s not our job. It is a reminder that we have to use our God given abiliIes as best we can to 

deal with ambiguity in this world and not expect quick fixes.  It is a reassurance for us of God’s final 

power and jusIce in a world where evil and wrong someImes seem to triumph. Although the fields may 

seem overwhelmed by weeds right now, the wheat grows and flourishes also.  And, in the end, God will 

put things right, even where we cannot.   Amen. 


